
FILE PREPPING &
UPLOADING REQUIREMENTS

FILES WE ACCEPT COLORS AND BLACK PRINT
.AI .PDF .EPS .TIFF .JPEG

-If there is a file type you do not see listed above,
please convert your file, or call for specifics.

FILE SAVE OUTS
-Files must be saved out in CMYK.
-We reccommend 150 dpi for all artwork.
-Uploaded files should be 100mb or less.
-Multi set-up? Please send a multi-page .pdf.

ROUTE/CUSTOM CUT SIGNS
-We encourage you send any custom cut/route
signs as an .ai file with the cut line designated
as a 100 Magenta stroke on a new layer.
-Keep in mind, the thicker the material the more
rounded the tight spaces will be. Example Below.

-We are a phone call away for any custom jobs.

Thicker material tight
spaces end up being more

rounded due to bit size.

-If you want a solid black for your print please use
this color number. Black displays differently on screens
compared to what’s actually printed.

-Please make any PMS colors the appropriate PMS color.
-We offer color matching and fit it into your quote if
that is something needed.
Our printers stay color calibrated so we can acheive the
best color output possible.*

NOT RICH BLACK
K:100 does not
acheive rich black.

RICH BLACK
C:50 M:50
Y:50 K:100

CUSTOM GAME/PROMOTIONS
-We exceed in custom promotional items, and custom
games. If you have something in mind, please give us a
call with what you’re thinking of and one of our
experts can help you create something you, your customers
and your team will love!

FAILURE TO DOUBLE CHECK THE ABOVE CAN RESULT IN THE POSSIBILITY OF YOUR EXPECTED
DUE DATE OF JOB COMPLETION TO BE PUSHED BACK IF WE RUN INTO ANY ERRORS

DUE TO FILE(s) NOT BEING SET UP PROPERLY BEFORE SUBMISSION.
WE AIM FOR EXCELLENCE AND WILL DO EVERYTHING WE CAN TO NOTIFY ASAP IF WE FIND 

ANYTHING WRONG. OUR CUSTOMERS ARE OUR PRIORITY.

Thinner material we can
use a smaller router bit to

achieve more detailed cuts.

DISCLAIMER

Examples of custom games we’ve made and promotional displays.


